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6 days ago Pablo Picasso was one of the greatest artists of the 20th century, famous draw and paint when he was a
child, and by the time he was 13 years old, radically different that his life's work seems to be the product of five or six.

However, the war did have a huge impact on Picasso, with his Paris painting collection confiscated by Nazis
and some of his closest Jewish friends killed. Of his penchant for style diversity, Picasso insisted that his
varied work was not indicative of radical shifts throughout his career, but, rather, of his dedication to
objectively evaluating for each piece the form and technique best suited to achieve his desired effect. He
subsequently created a commissioned sculpture known as the Chicago Picasso , which he donated to the U.
Literary Cubism does the same thing in literature, using reality merely as a means and not as an end. He began
to use warmer colors in his paintings including pinks, reds, oranges, and beiges. This was the start of a deep
brother-like friendship between two very different men, that would last until the outbreak of World War II.
Synthetic Cubism This era of Picasso's life extended from to  His later Cubist works are distinguished as
"Synthetic Cubism" for moving even further away from artistic typicalities of the time, creating vast collages
out of a great number of tiny, individual fragments. As the s wore on, political concerns began to cloud
Picasso's view, and these would continue to preoccupy him for some time. The resulting artworks were a
mixture of his previous styles and included colorful paintings and copper etchings. Collages and further
development About Picasso and Georges Braque â€” began to introduce letters and scraps of newspapers into
their cubist paintings, thus creating an entirely new medium, the cubist collage. His mother once told him
when he was a child that "If you become a soldier, you'll be a general. Additional achievements Picasso also
created sculpture and prints throughout his long career, and made numerous important contributions to both
media. He became less concerned with representing the placement of objects in space than in using shapes and
motifs as signs to playfully allude to their presence. New York: Random House,  He didn't want to paint like
people hundreds of years ago. Throughout his life he exhibited a remarkable genius for sculpture, graphics,
and ceramics, as well as painting. Indeed, even though the Abstract Expressionists could be said to have
superseded aspects of Cubism even while being strongly influenced by him , The Museum of Modern Art in
New York has been called "the house that Pablo built," because it has so widely exhibited the artist's work.
They remained a couple until , and she inspired the artist's "Vollard Suite," which consists of neoclassical
etchings completed in  The art period that he was first acquainted with due to his formal art education, in
Madrid and Barcelona, was modernism. Pablo Picasso is one of the most famous and influential artists of the
20th century. Picasso painted portraits of both Gertrude Stein and her nephew Allan Stein. He developed the
technique of collage, and from Braque he learned the related method of papiers colles, which used cutout
pieces of paper in addition to fragments of existing materials. Not only was he madly in love with a beautiful
model, Fernande Olivier, he was newly prosperous thanks to the generous patronage of art dealer Ambroise
Vollard. Eager to see his own work in place and to experience Paris firsthand, Picasso set off in the company
of his studio mate Carles Casagemas Portrait of Carles Casagemas [] to conquer, if not Paris, at least a corner
of Montmartre. Pablo became very sad. He shared lodgings with Max Jacob, a poet and journalist who took
the artist under his wing. Picasso and His Friends. It appeared in many of his pieces of art. Cubism Cubism
was an artistic style pioneered by Picasso and his friend and fellow painter Georges Braque. The face in
Portrait of Gertrude Stein reveals still another new interest: its mask-like abstraction was inspired by Iberian
sculpture, an exhibition of which Picasso had seen at the Louvre, in Paris, in the spring of  At the beginning,
he did not have a definite direction in relation to his style; hence, experimented on a lot of techniques and
forms. Picasso made two death portraits of Casagemas several months later in as well as two funeral scenes
Mourners and Evocation , and in Casagemas appeared as the artist in the enigmatic painting La Vie. They
renewed their friendship, but Picasso began to frequent new social circles. He was born in Malaga, Spain on
October 20,  Critics have generally considered them inferior to his earlier work, though in recent years they
have been more enthusiastically received. Picasso began formally studying art at the age of  Both artists took
apart objects and "analyzed" them in terms of their shapes. After just two months Picasso returned to Spain
with Casagemas, who had become despondent about a failed love affair. He did at the time develop new
imagery and formal syntax for expressing himself emotionally, "releasing the violence, the psychic fears and
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the eroticism that had been largely contained or sublimated since ", writes art historian Melissa McQuillan.
Picasso made works commemorating them - sculptures employing hard, cold materials such as metal, and a
particularly violent follow up to Guernica, entitled The Charnel House  This exhibition lionized the artist,
brought into full public view in America the scope of his artistry, and resulted in a reinterpretation of his work
by contemporary art historians and scholars. Picasso wrote of Kahnweiler "What would have become of us if
Kahnweiler hadn't had a business sense?


